
 

 

assume vivid astro focus  
 

wallpaper instructions and manufacturers/installers in the USA 
 

 
It’s very important that the walls are cleaned and receive a fresh coat of white paint before installation - this will 
guarantee durability. 
 
The wallpapers should be laminated for increased protection. We always recommend a matte lamination (not 
glossy).  
 
The final print measurements of any of our wallpapers are variable and can be accommodated to fit on any size wall.  
 
The artist can work on the sizing, redesigning of the piece to fit specific dimensions and be in touch with manufac-
turers for production reasons for a flat fee of U$1,000 (one thousand dollars). This fee is only applicable for re-
installations of a wallpaper previously purchased by a collector (not the very first time it is installed).  
 
There are two kinds of “wallpaper” that can be used for avaf’s wp installations. 
 
For the past 6 years we have been opting for “real” wallpaper printing (a digital print on real wallpaper paper) for 
home installations that don’t have a ceiling or floor components. This type of wallpaper should be installed with 
wheat paste by a wallpaper hanger professional. 
 
We recommend to print this type of “real wallpaper” with CHAMBORD PRINTS, a New Jersey based company we 
have been working with since 2011. We have done many wallpaper installations together since then. 
 
Contacts: 
 
J. Carpenter: j.chambordprints@gmail.com 
Dennis Shah: dennis@chambordprints.com 
 
Chambord Prints 
51 Harrison Street 
Hoboken NJ 07030 
Office: +1 (201) 795-2007 
 
For outdoors installations and projects that involve either a ceiling or floor component (or both) we recommend 
working with highly durable self-adhesive vinyl (which can also be used to wrap buses, cars, etc.) This material also 
needs to be installed by a professional but it doesn’t require wheat paste since it’s already self-adhesive.  
 
The company I used to work with for over 10 years just ran out of business unfortunately. I recently produced a few 
printed works on display at Fredrick Snitzer with Thomas Printworks and I’m very satisfied with the results. 
 
Contacts: 
 
Ruby Velez: ruby.velez@thomasprintworks.com 
Juan Fernandez: juan.fernandez@thomasprintworks.com 
 
Thomas Printworks 
5000 SW 75th Ave suite 112, Miami, FL 33155 
office:  
305-503-4512 


